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(Form B) LESSON WEEK 13:
Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT
Decoded Skill Words
slight

bright

tight

nigh

thigh

might

plight

high

sigh

blight

flight

right

fight

ghost

light

Spelling Tic Tac Toe
1. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

2. Any two words from the list
below are correct.

3. Any two proven words from the
bank above are correct.

slight bright tight might
plight blight flight
right fight light
4. A correct answer will include
any word from the word bank
and a picture to illustrate
its meaning.

5. Any three proven words from
the bank above are correct.

6. Any three words from the
list below are correct. Verify
that the Blend in each word
is highlighted.
slight bright plight
blight flight

7. Any two proven words from
the bank above are correct.

8. A correct answer will consist
of a sentence that includes
a skill word from the word
bank and at least one of the
words below.

9. Any two proven words from
the bank above are correct.

cough thought enough
laugh through
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 13
Cloze Passage

Name

Date

“What a sight I watched last night!” said Lin. “It gave me
quite a fright.”
“Did you see a ghost?” asked Fran. “Or was it a ship from space?”
“It might have been from space. It was a bright white light in the
dark,” said Lin. “It floated over me and then rose in flight, speeding
high up to the stars.”
“I wish I could have seen it,” Fran said with a sigh.
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 13
Cloze Passage
Sounds of GH, IGH, & IGHT

bright

flight

fright

high

light

might

night

sigh

sight

ghost
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Name

This exercise provides practice
identifying the sounds of gh in
words.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

When gh comes at the beginning of a word, it has the
sound /g/, as in ghost.
When gh comes at the end of a word, it sometimes has
f
the sound /f/, as in laugh.
In most words, gh is silent. When i comes before gh,
the i has the long sound, as in sigh and sight.
Prove and read the gh words below.

bright

sigh

flight

ghost

light

night

Circle the gh words in the road signs below.
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bright
thigh

enough

rough
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light

fright

flight

high

might

cough

laugh

GH is silent

sigh

ghost

GH as /f/

tough

Sort by Sounds of GH
GH as /g/

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 13
Sort and Spell 2
Sounds of GH, IGH, & IGHT

Name

Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 13
Sort and Spell 2
Sentences

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, fill in the
blanks to complete the sentences below.
1. There might not be enough space for all of us on one bus.
2. The light near my bed is too bright.
3. It was tough not to laugh at the joke.
4. Mom tells me to cough into my sleeve when I’m sick.
5. I jumped over the high poleat the track meet, but my thigh tapped
the pole.
6. She will write a tale about a nice ghost.
7. The big, bad wolf gave a huff, a puff, and then a sigh when the home did
not fall down.
8. The rough air on the flight gave me a little bit of a fright.
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Reading Horizons Discovery® Spelling Lesson Week 13
Sort and Spell 2
Word Sort Questions

Name

Date

Using the words in the Word Sort, answer the questions below.

1. Which three words ending with the /f/ sound rhyme?
enough, tough, rough
2. Is the vowel sound long or short in the words where
gh is silent? long
3. How many different sounds does gh make?
2: /f/ and /g/
4. How many of the silent gh words end with a t?
5: light, fright, bright, flight, might
5. Which sound of gh column has the fewest words?
gh as /g/
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